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MEDIAWIKI: SUPPORTING 
IMSMA DOCUMENTATION 
by Dionysia Kontotasiou and Olivier Cottray [ Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining ]
FEATURE
O 
ver the last few years, wikis have arisen as 
powerful tools for collaborative documen-
tation on the internet. The Encyclopedia 
Wikipedia has become a reference, and the power of com-
munity editing in a wiki allows people all over the world 
to contribute their knowledge. Use of a wiki for soft-
ware documentation provides an effective collabora-
tion tool as information can be easily fed into the system. 
Certain wiki implementations, such as MediaWiki, are 
project-oriented and include functionalities such as au-
tomatic page versioning, easy navigation, simple search 
mechanisms, as well as online, off line, and mobile usage. 
   Software projects tend to generate different types of doc-
umentation, ranging from initial user requirements and 
specifications to user guides and system documentation 
and the code itself. Code is typically managed within a soft-
ware framework or code management system. At the Geneva 
International Centre for Humanitarian Demining (GICHD), 
the Atlassian Jira bug-tracker is used for issue tracking in the 
Information Managment System for Mine Action (IMSMA) 
project.1,2 Formal (paper) documents such as specifications 
and user guides would typically be stored in a product life-
cycle management (PLM) or document management system 
(DMS), but these are not suitable for administrator and user 
guides’ documentation. To fill the gap, a centrally support-
ed wiki for software project documentation was requested by 
the information management (IM) team in the IMSMA docu-
mentation project in 2013.
Methodology
This article addresses the use of MediaWiki to support 
IMSMA documentation at GICHD, reports on the current 
state of the IMSMA documentation, and describes what has 
been achieved since 2013. The requirements for the develop-
ment of IMSMA Wiki are laid out in Section 1 to show why 
we chose an approach based on MediaWiki.3 Section 2 intro-
duces the basic features of the IMSMA Wiki and how a user 
can navigate them while reading IMSMA information. In 
Section 3, analytics (internal and external) are presented to 
showcase IMSMA Wiki’s impact, and in Section 4 we address 
the different challenges of using MediaWiki as the documen-
tation tool for IMSMA.
Requirements Elicitation and Identification (Section 1)
During the requirements elicitation stage, the first step is to 
identify the stakeholders, i.e., the persons or groups of persons 
who have interest in the produced software documentation. 
The stakeholders have specific needs that they expect the doc-
umentation to meet. Understanding the stakeholders and the 
ways they intend to use the documentation is essential as this 
helps to determine the forms of future documentation.
After identifying the stakeholders, the next step in the pro-
cess is to identify the requirements. First, the requirements 
coming from stakeholders were gathered. The identified re-
quirements had to be carefully addressed in order to ensure 
that the produced documentation can be properly used for the 
intended purpose as well as maintained and, if necessary, ex-
tended in the future. The second step in identifying require-
ments for IMSMA documentation was the analysis of existing 
documentation.
Evaluation Against Identified Requirements
In this section, we review every requirement in order to un-
derstand whether the produced documentation has fulfilled 
the identified requirements and, if not, the reason for that 
discrepancy.
• R1 - Support for documents that contain text and di-
agrams. MediaWiki pages can contain text and multi-
media; this capability should be sufficient for displaying 
software documentation. MediaWiki, though, does not 
offer drawing functionality such as creating Unified 
Modeling Language or other diagrams. 
• R2 - Support for version control. MediaWiki has ver-
sion control for every page and provides the capability 
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to show the differences between versions. Furthermore, 
a page can be structured into sections, and any section 
can be edited. This capability to segment pages should 
minimize possible concurrent changes made by differ-
ent team members accessing the same page. 
• R3 - Support for easy access. The web-based pages cre-
ated with MediaWiki are easy for most stakeholders 
to read. 
• R4 - Low cost. MediaWiki requires a server connect-
ed to the internet. In addition to network connectivity 
and the MediaWiki software itself, these elements are 
required: a web server (e.g., Apache HTTP Server), a re-
lational database server (e.g., MySQL), and PHP.4 On 
the server side, the cost of installing and maintaining 
MediaWiki is related to the administration of the serv-
er. Administration involves executing backups, install-
ing version upgrades, setting user rights, customizing 
functionality, and configuring localization. In prac-
tice, little maintenance is required after installation. 
On the client side, there is no additional cost for the us-
ers of MediaWiki, since the only tool they need is a web 
browser.
• R5 - Support for change requests. MediaWiki allows 
every editor to change the content. When editors dis-
cover a problem in the page, they can correct it immedi-
ately. Anyone interested in changes to a particular part 
of the documentation can display what was changed, 
when, and by whom.
Figure 1. Portals.
All graphics courtesy of GICHD.
Figure 2. Navigation boxes.
Figure 3. HowTos.
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Using IMSMA Wiki (Section 2)
Anyone can access the IMSMA Wiki at http://mwiki.gichd.
org. Its basic features are as follows:
Navigation. Every page on the IMSMA Wiki has informa-
tion to show and allows users to move to other pages. This 
is called navigation. To help users navigate, there are several 
navigation elements:
• Portals help users and/or editors navigate their way 
through IMSMA topic areas. In essence, portals are 
useful entry-points to IMSMA content. Currently we 
support seven portals: 1) Using IMSMA, 2) IMSMA 
Administration, 3) IMSMA Remote Entry, 4) Business 
Intelligence, 5) Geographic Information Systems (GIS), 
6) Technical Notes, and 7) Training.5–11
• Navigation Boxes (or navbox) are designed to sit at 
the bottom of pages and are a grouping of links used 
in multiple related pages to facilitate navigation be-
tween pages.
• HowTos are useful templates, used in several pages that 
support subpages. In that way, users can navigate from 
a page to its child pages easily.
• The Sidebar is displayed on the left edge of the page be-
low the site logo. This sidebar gives the user access to 
important pages in the IMSMA Wiki such as the Main 
Page, Portals, Tools, Recent Changes, or Glossary.
• Page tabs are displayed at the top of the page to the 
right of the site logo. These tabs allow the user to per-
form actions or view pages that are related to the cur-
rent page. The available default actions include: reading, 
viewing source code of the page, and viewing the histo-
ry of the current page.
Searching. For searching, we use the core MediaWiki in-
stallation. The quickest way to find information in IMSMA 
Wiki is to look it up directly. 
On every page there is a search box. The user should enter 
key words and phrases and press Enter or click the magnify-
ing glass icon or the Search button. If a page has the same title 
as what the user entered, the user jumps straight to that page. 
Otherwise, it searches all pages on the wiki, and presents a list 
of articles that matched the user’s search terms, or a message 
appears informing the user that no page has all the key words 
and phrases. If the user clicks the Search button without fill-
ing in anything, he/she will be taken to Special:Search, which 
gives extra searching options (also available from any search 
results list).12
Tracking Changes. MediaWiki offers a collection of spe-
cial pages and tools to keep track of what is going on in the 
IMSMA Wiki. For example, IMSMA Wiki users can track 
Figure 4. Sidebar.
Figure 5. Page tabs.
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recent changes to all pages (http://mwiki.gichd.org/IM/
Special:RecentChanges).
• the revision history, which comprises all changes made 
to one page (accessible through the View History tab in 
all pages).
• the contributions of one specific user  
(http://mwiki.gichd.org/IM/Special:Contributions).
• newly created pages  
(http://mwiki.gichd.org/IM/Special:NewPages).
The most interesting page is Special:RecentChanges.13 This 
page displays all edits, file uploads, page moves, deletions, and 
other actions done in the IMSMA Wiki. The menu at the top 
offers a collection of links to customize users’ displays, i.e., 
limit the number of changes or the number of days shown, or 
restrict the display to show edits to a certain namespace only.
Glossary. This is a glossary of terms commonly used in 
IMSMA Wiki and is accessible at http://mwiki.gichd.org/IM/
Glossary.  
Offline Usage. Kiwix is an offline reader for web content.14 
GICHD uses it to make IMSMA Wiki available offline. This 
is done by reading the content of the documentation stored in 
a file format ZIM, a high compressed open format with addi-
tional metadata.15
Mobile Usage. By default, MediaWiki does not offer mobile 
device-specific support, making MediaWiki sites difficult to 
use on mobile devices. This has been mitigated in many ways 
Figure 6. IMSMA Wiki in ZIM format opened in Kiwix reader. The latest version of IMSMA Wiki’s ZIM file can be downloaded at 
http://mwiki.gichd.org/IM/Downloads.
by the MobileFrontend extension, which provides a mobile-
friendly view of IMSMA Wiki.16
IMSMA Wiki Statistics (Section 3)
 Internal Statistics. MediaWiki offers an internal analysis 
of various metrics like page creation and edits. However, these 
metrics do not reveal much about the traffic.
Google Analytics
Google Analytics Integration Extension has been installed 
to track IMSMA Wiki traffic.17
Several filters were created in Google Analytics to block and 
remove the irrelevant traffic (i.e., crawlers, bots, and spams), 
and include the following: 
1. Creating a Valid Hostname filter for Ghost Spam. This 
filter includes only the valid hostnames (in our case, 
mwiki.gichd.org). This kills the ghost-referral spam-
mers (traffic that comes from other hostnames).
2. Creating a filter for Crawler Spam. This second filter 
excludes known spammer domains from this list.18
3. Creating a filter for Fake Languages and other Spam 
Types. This is the latest form of spam in Analytics. This 
well-known spammer uses the language HTTP header 
to send messages as languages and uses legitimate sites 
like Reddit, Twitter, motherboard.vice.com or TNW 
(The Next Web). The hostname filter will prevent most 
4
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Figure 7. IMSMA Wiki page opened in mobile view.
of it; however, there are a few hits that may sneak in, a 
kind of mix of crawler and ghost spam. A third filter 
was added to exclude language spams.
4. Creating a filter for Page Title Spam. This is a combina-
tion of ghost and crawler spam. 
5. Creating a filter for Screen Resolution exclusion. 
Automated bots have no screen, so the screen resolution 
almost always equals "not set."
Figure 8. Page and edit statistics covering the period December 
2013 to March 2017.
6. Enabling “Exclude all hits from known bots and spi-
ders.” This is a bit easier because Google Analytics 
has a built-in feature to exclude this traffic. It is us-
ing the IAB’s “International Spiders & Bots List” for 
this, which is updated monthly.19
Challenges (Section 4)
User Involvement. Because of the collaborative nature 
of wikis, and the desire to use them as tools of information 
transfer, all group members need to be actively engaged in 
the use of the IMSMA Wiki as an information resource 
and in the editing of the IMSMA Wiki content. One neces-
sary component of any wiki development is that its use be 
pushed by one of the primary maintainers, someone who 
will encourage use and development of articles and con-
tent, and will actively patrol and motivate new users. The 
wiki thrives through use, but a single person or group of 
individuals who support the growth and encourage new 
users to learn how to use the wiki and its many functions 
must drive use initially. 
To better promote user involvement and engagement, 
we use the Contribution Scores extension, which polls the 
wiki database to locate contributors with the highest con-
tribution volume.20 The extension is intended to add a fun 
metric for contributors to see how much they are helping 
out.
Protection. Wikis are designed to be open documents 
and to make entry and editing of information easy. Mak-
ing it difficult to edit pages is counter to the spirit of the 
collaborative effort, and detrimental to success of the proj-
ect. However, there are many cases to be made for page 
protection in the event of information that should not 
change, complex page structure that could easily be dam-
aged, and user control of certain information. These cases 
are limited, and typically handled by granting the user, in 
control of that particular page, advanced privileges.
To overcome this protection challenge, we use the restrict 
access by category and group extension.21 Even though 
Mediawiki is a free/public access collaborative document 
tool, sometimes it can be helpful to have a restricted view of 
wiki documents.
Multilingual Support. There are two main use cases for 
language support across IMSMA Wiki: the language of the 
content and the language of the interface. 
• Interface language selection. On each MediaWiki 
website, users who create an account can select the 
language of the software interface. That means, for 
example, that you can read IMSMA Wiki pages in 
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English with the interface in, for example, French. This 
feature is particularly useful for users who are familiar 
with the interface in their mother tongue. MediaWiki 
offers a choice of languages for the interface.22  
• Content language selection. We are in the process of 
translating the most useful IMSMA Wiki pages (e.g., 
Installation page) into other languages such as French, 
Spanish, Russian, and Arabic.
Conclusions
For larger projects that generate lots of documentation, it 
is essential to enforce some structure to keep information in 
the right place. As with any website or information system, 
there should be someone in charge of maintaining project 
documentation and ensuring that the contributed information 
is valid. 
Use of wikis for project documentation greatly facilitates 
communication and learning from project contributors. A true 
wiki implementation allows authenticated users to edit and 
add information and corrections to every page. Thanks to the 
open approach and simplicity of use, wiki usage grows organi-
cally without the need for training sessions or system coaching 
like for PLM systems. In particular, for projects spanning mul-
tiple organizations in several countries, an easy-to-update 
shared documentation and communication medium on the 
internet can be of great value. 
                                                              See endnotes page 65
Figure 9. Google Analytics with (all users) and without (all users – clean) irrelevant traffic covering the period December 2013 to 
March 2017.
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